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Abstract
Since the microcomputing revolution in the 1970s we live in the age of
permanent (technological) disruptions, but institutional and educational
practices have barely changed. “Technologies come and go but the university remains, in a recognizable and largely unchanged form” (Flavin,
2017). Disruptive technologies, such as distributed consensus systems
(blockchains, DLTs) challenge the role of the university as gatekeeper
to knowledge and question the structure and organisational architecture of institutions. The only chance for traditional institutions is to
find interfaces to informal and technology-driven “production cultures”
(Tarasiewicz, 2011) to be able to radically reinvent the university. If the
universities don’t react to technological and societal change, they will
be forked, replaced, and decentralized.
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Introduction

With the accelerated pace of the introduction of new
technologies, the appropriation of techno-culture
has targeted all niches of informal work. Terms such
as “Hackerspaces” and “Hackathons” show that the
terminology “hacker” and “maker” has been commodified
(Davies, 2017). In recent years, informal cultures of
knowledge production are actively targeted and their
methods and formats are emulated and transported into
business and education. The hacker ethic, as Brett Scott
points out, is a composite of “not merely exploratory
curiosity or rebellious deviance or creative innovation
within incumbent systems. It emerges from the intersection
of all three” (Scott, 2015). Numerous incompatibilities
question the interfaces between informal and ‘formal’
research (Wagner, Newman & Tarasiewicz 2015) . In the
new age of permanent disruption “it is not assets we need
to leverage, but networks” (Satell, 2013).

Disruption and University

A “disruptive innovation” (Bower & Christensen, 1995)
is said to create a new market and value network (or
disrupt existing ones), with “significant societal impact”
(Assink, 2006). Hypes and hype-cycles are evolving,
while at the same “tethered appliances” (Zittrain, 2008)
are consequently “reducing the potential for technological
literacy” (Wuschitz et al., 2016). Institutions as tethered
appliances introduce limitations, and have been reinvented (Johnson et al., 1995), hacked (Cohen and
Scheinfeldt, 2013) and rebooted (Berechet and Istrimschi,
2014), while still being in its permanent crisis (Nelson,
1997; Scheper-Hughes, 2011; McCabe, 2013).
Although there are many ongoing attempts to
implement novel and “disruptive” technologies into
teaching and learning practices, traditional institutional
practices have barely changed (Blin and Munro, 2008;
Christensen et al., 2011). “Teachers have implemented
computers in the most commonsense way – to sustain
their existing practices and pedagogies rather than to
displace them” (Christensen et al, 2011). As Michael
Flavin notes, “technologies come and go but the
university remains, in a recognizable and largely
unchanged form” and “the use of disruptive technologies
challenges the role of the university as gatekeeper to
knowledge and signifies the possibility of a more open
borders approach.” (Flavin, 2017).

The Age of Permanent Disruption: from the
‘Crypto Dream’ to the ‘Blockchain Revolution’

...disruptive innovation does not take root through a direct
attack on the existing system. Instead, it must go around
and underneath the system” (Christensen et al, 2011)
Simon Penny describes how cultural production
and innovation always involves diverse communities
of toolmakers, and their “particular contributions and
motivations are seldom noted, except in specialised
studies” (Penny, 2008). Often such cultures, are, as Penny
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calls them, “renegades” or “eccentrics”, producing their
tools outside of institutions and “by definition, ahead of
the technological- industrial curve” (Penny, 2008). One
example of such an eccentric innovative technologybased community are the cypher-punks.
In 1983 cypherpunks already debated the usage
of digi-tal cash without a central issuing authority
(Chaum, 1983, 1990; Finney, 1993; Medvinsky and
Neuman, 1993; May, 1994; Szabo, 1997; Dai, 1998;
Reagle, 2005), which was only introduced in 2008 by
the anonymous entity ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’ (Nakamoto,
2008). Within a self-published paper Nakamoto
described the blockchain ledger, thus inventing the first
crypto-currency: Bitcoin. Digital currency and even
more so the ‘blockchain’ might be the most disruptive
invention since the internet, though its ‘disruptiveness’ is
still debated (Iansiti & Lakhani, 2017; Swan, 2015; and
others). Originally interpreted as a critique to the bank
bailouts after the financial crisis (en.bitcoin.it, 2017) and
used only by a few, together with existing other so called
“altcoins” (Tarasiewicz & Newman, 2015), the market
capitalization of digital currencies nears $27.85 bln as
of 04/2017 (Suberg, 2017).
Blockchains have a multitude of potential applications
and the industry is “imagining a blockchain world”
(Ernst & Young, 2016), but we have to still read them
as experimental technologies. They are “distributed
community experiments” tackling evolving problems
that emerged throughout the various phases of adaptation
and collective learning processes (Tarasiewicz &
Newman, 2015). Traditionally designed institutions
are trying to react to the massive technological and
societal change disruptive technologies introduce, but
the underlying own governance models and decision
making protocols are rarely questioned.

Code Governance and Fork Politics

“Generally, no leaderless developers have ever
written big and complex software. It is unheard of.
Whether that shows that people cannot or prefer not
to do it, is unclear”. (Meatballwiki, 2010)
Conflicts appear in coding communities on a regular
basis, protocols for resolution have to exist in order to
continue development. A “Fork” in software engineering
describes the situation, when developers create their
own “branch” and start individual development on
it. “The right to fork is inherent in the [fundamental
software freedoms] common” and “also takes place

in non-profit associations and political and religious
movements”. Participants of the social system of
software projects can utilise their “right to fork” as well
as their “right to leave” (Meatballwiki, 2010). Software
repositories are usually governed through “benevolent
dictators”, in contrast to “management committees of
meritocratic projects” (Gardler & Hanganu, 2010). But
the introduction of the blockchain (Nakamoto, 2008)
introduced numerous new governance models, which
are based on experimental “cryptoeconomic” settings
(Zamfir, 2014) and are tested by numerous initiatives
in experimental way. As De Filippi notes, this had been
already achieved through the automation to decisionmaking processes, the incorporation of legal rules into
code and more recently through the “code-ification of
law“ (De Filippi, 2016).
Flattening organisational structures (to emulate
and mimic development and production cultures) is
experimented upon in technology-based companies for a
longer time already, Holacracy for example, is a system
of organisational governance developed by the company
HolacracyOne. Its’ claims are to “[turn] everyone into a
leader” and goes on explaining “this isn’t anarchy – it’s
quite the opposite” (Robertson, 2015).
Critique of the system is manifold - Bernstein et al.
describe “old power rules can be deeply embedded in
culture and institutions”, so a transition from an existing
(hierarchical) governance model to self-governed one
appears problematic (Bernstein et al., 2016). Other
examples are “liquid democracy” or “delegative
democracy” (most prominently used by the German
pirate party), where an electorate vests voting power in
delegates rather than representatives (Ford, 2002).
Futarchy describes a form of governance proposed
by economist Robin Hanson (2007). He criticises, that
democracies “fail largely by not aggregating available
information” and that “betting markets are our best
known institution for aggregating information”. Under
futarchy, users would “vote values, but bet beliefs”
(Hanson, 2007). Voting would not be to implement
particular policies, but on metrics to determine how well
their organisation/institution is doing, and prediction
markets would be used to pick the policies that best
optimize the metric. In a binary (yes/no) vote on a
specific topic, two prediction markets would emerge,
and on resolution, all trades on the rejection market
would be reverted. Vitalik Buterin (co-founder of
the Ethereum ‘world computer’) in 2014 described a
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decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) using
futarchy to govern a (fictional) nation. “DAOs allow us
to very quickly prototype and experiment with an aspect
of our social interactions that is so far arguably falling
behind our rapid advancements in information and social
technology else-where: organizational governance”
(Buterin, 2014).
The Ethereum project had to face a “hard fork” on the
network in 2016, resulting in two different blockchains:
‘Ethereum’ and ‘Ethereum Classic” as philosophical
differences between “radical crypto-decentralists”
and “bailout supporters” of the first decentralized
autonomous organisation emerged (Widrum, 2016). The
DAO was to this date an investor -directed, stateless
venture capital fund, with the largest crowdfunding
campaign in history with over $168 million in available
(crypto) funds (Metz, 2016). After hackers exploited
a vulnerability in the DAO code, and a third of the
collected funds have been moved away, the original
proclamation of Ethereum’s “unstoppa-ble code” and
“by -laws [which] are immutably chiseled into the
Ethereum blockchain” (Cryptohustle, 2016) has been
questioned. The community decided to block the ‘stolen’
funds through a hard-fork of Ethereum, a modification
of the underlying code.

interaction and communication between both institutions
and informal coding communities to further the research
into and development of new amalgamations of social
and organisational structures. Otherwise everything is
‘forked’.

Conclusion

Artistic Bokeh (2016). Pittoresque Poloniex (Sep 05 2016)

De Filippi and Loveluck in their 2016 paper differentiate
between “governance by the infrastructure (achieved
via the Bitcoin protocol)” and “governance of the
infrastructure (managed by the community of developers
and other stakeholders)”. It would be more interesting
not to use the blockchain as a “regulatory technology”
enforcing a particular set of predefined protocols and
rules (Bitcoin), but as a “platform on which people might
encode their own sets of rules and procedures that will
define a particular system of governance” (De Filippi
and Loveluck, 2016). For ‘new’ and ‘old’ institutions
alike, governance models based on distributed consensus
and cryptoeconomics offer a significant opportunity
for implementing change to react to technological and
societal developments. The preconditions for such a
model are not only technological, as governance in
cryptocurrencies relates to decisions about the “rules of
the protocol (the code) and the incentives the network
is based on (the economics)” (Tomaino, 2017). There is
a strong need for a form of ‘blockchain literacy’, but
more importantly there must be a strong emphasis on the
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